Product Change Notification

Disk Update

PCN-6232

Date of Notification      Change      Part Numbers Affected
May 22, 2018             ☒Minor       DISK-1, DISK-2, E2, E3, E5, E6

Notification

☐Product Obsolescence   ☐Product Marking   ☒Process Change   ☒Design Change
☐Material Change        ☐Specification Change  ☐Component Change   ☐Other

Notification Description (Including Extent, Purpose / Reason, and Effect on Form, Fit and Function)

This notice is to inform our customers of a minor disk design modification that is being implemented for standard 1" and 2" disks. This is a continuation of a change that was implemented for our index disks in 2015. We are revising the text on the disk, adding the US Digital logo and a line that is used internally by our manufacturing group. The change does not effect the quadrature or index tracks; therefore, it has no impact on form, fit or function.
If you have any questions or concerns about this PCN, please contact our Technical Support Group at 360-397-9999 or email support@usdigital.com.

Alternate Parts (as applicable)

N/A

Effective Date (Including Last Time Buy Date and Conditions, as applicable)

Effective when existing inventory is depleted.